
 

Decision with Statement of Reasons of the First-tier Tribunal for Scotland 
(Housing and Property Chamber) under Section 71(1) of the Private Housing 
(Tenancies ) ( Scotland ) Act 2016 
 
Chamber Ref: FTS/HPC/CV/19/2905 
 
Re: Property at G/R, 13 Inchaffray Street, Perth, PH1 5RU (“the Property”) 
 
 
Parties: 
 
Mrs Jill Garvie, 1/2, 48 Scott Street, Perth, PH1 5EH (“the Applicant”) 
 
Miss Anna Rutkowska, 45 Park View, Mintlaw, AB42 5TA (“the Respondent”)              
 
 
Tribunal Members: 
 
Valerie Bremner (Legal Member) and Frances Wood (Ordinary Member) 
 
 
Decision  
 
The First-tier Tribunal for Scotland (Housing and Property Chamber) (“the 
Tribunal”) determined that a payment order in favour of the Applicant would be 
granted against the Respondent in the sum of £667.71.The decision of the 
Tribunal was  unanimous. 
 

Background 

This is an application for a payment order in respect of rent said to be unpaid at the 
property, which  was  lodged with the Tribunal on 17 September 2019. The application 
was accepted by the Tribunal on 5 December 2019. A case management discussion 
was fixed for 27 January 2020.This case management discussion was postponed at 
the request of the Respondent. A new case management discussion was fixed for 26 
February 2020. That case management discussion went ahead with the Respondent 
present and in the absence of the Applicant. A Hearing was fixed for 17 April 2020 but 
this had to be postponed due to the Covid 19 restrictions and a new Hearing was fixed 
for 30 July 2020. At that Hearing the Respondent attended by teleconference call but 
the Applicant was absent. It was not clear that the Applicant had been notified of the 
Hearing and the Hearing was postponed until 25 September 2020. 



 

 

 

The Hearing  

Both parties attended the hearing on 25 September 2020 which was conducted by 
means of teleconference call. Since this was the first occasion when both parties had 
both attended either a case management discussion or a hearing at the same time, 
albeit by teleconference call, the Tribunal asked if parties wished to have a private 
discussion outwith the presence of the Tribunal to see if the matter could be resolved. 
Both parties agreed and the discussion took place on the conference call line in the 
absence of the Tribunal members but in the presence of the Tribunal clerk. The 
discussion ended without resolution of the matter between parties. 

 

The Respondent and the Applicant entered into a private residential tenancy at the 
property with effect from 19 September 2018. The monthly rent  was £395 per calendar 
month payable in advance. The property consisted of a ground floor flat with an  open 
plan living room and kitchen, a bathroom, one bedroom and electric storage heating 
and was rented unfurnished. The Respondent paid the monthly rent which was 
payable on the 19th of each month up until June 2019 when she stopped paying 
because of what she described as the condition of the property. She paid no further 
rent after that date. The Applicant had offered in March  2019 that the Respondent 
could leave the property without a notice period and would have her deposit returned 
to her in order that she could secure a new place to stay. Ultimately it was agreed that 
she would return the keys to the property on 9 August 2019 but the Respondent had 
been unable to return the keys until 12 August 2019 as she had been in hospital. The 
sum the Applicant was initially seeking by way of a payment order, the sum of £719.66 
included one month’s rent and the balance of rent due up to 12 August 2019. 

 

 

Issues  

The issue described by the Respondent as the reason for her stopping paying rent 
related to what she described as dampness, a damp smell and mould within the 
property. She had first brought this to the attention of the letting agent dealing with the 
tenancy in January 2019. Her position was that this problem persisted throughout the 
following months and that she felt she was being blamed for the presence of 
condensation and mould. She left the property on 24 July 2019 and did not return to 
the  property other than to collect her belongings. The Respondent was of the view 
that the outstanding rent was not lawfully due because of the condition of the property. 

 



 

 

The Applicant maintained that the payment order was necessary to secure payment 
of the rent which was lawfully due until the end of the tenancy on 12 August 2019.The 
Applicant maintained that when problems had arisen appropriate action had been 
taken, an extractor fan had first been repaired then replaced and a surveyor had been 
sent to the property at the landlord’s own expense. The surveyor had reported back 
that there was a condensation and mould problem, relative humidity was high at 85% 
and that the property required an increase in heating, ventilation and insulation. It was 
also noted by the surveyor that washing was been dried within the flat and the airflow 
within the flat was very restricted due to furniture and stored items. The Applicant’s 
position was that the tenant had been given advice about how to deal with 
condensation and mould growth. Her position was that the letting agent had done all 
they could  on her behalf to eradicate the problem and that this had occurred due to 
the way the property was being occupied. 

 

Evidence  

The Applicant gave evidence on her own behalf. She said that she became aware of 
a problem with dampness or condensation at the property when the letting agent 
dealing with the management of the property  had carried out an inspection  in January 
2019 and the Respondent had said there was a damp smell in the kitchen. Kickboards 
had been removed to inspect the area behind but it had been found to be dry.  The 
Respondent had reported that this issue had become worse as time went on. The 
Applicant said there had been a previous tenant at the property for some six years 
before the Respondent took occupation and there had been no problems during that 
tenancy with condensation. A subsequent tenant had also reported no problems.  The 
Applicant  said she had become aware of rent not been paid when it simply did not 
arrive into the bank account. As early as March 2019 a member of staff at the letting 
agent  had advised the Respondent that she could move out and offered to return her 
deposit to her so that she would not be without funds. At that stage they had even said 
that the Respondent  would not have to give notice but they did not hear back from 
the Respondent. The Applicant said that this offer was made because there was a 
concern that problems at the property would become worse if the Respondent 
continued in occupation. The email indicating that the Respondent could leave without 
notice also indicated that the Respondent would require to continue to pay rent until 
she vacated the property. The Applicant pointed to the condition of the property in the 
checkout report. She advised that when the keys were received back from the 
Respondent, work had to be carried out in order to make the property tenantable. 
Plasterboard which was heavily ingrained with mould spores had to be replaced and 
she described having to ‘redo’  the whole property.  

The Applicant  said she was not aware of any reported problems other than the 
condensation. She said that the property, a ground floor flat, had access to  a drying 
green outside where it was expected that the Respondent would dry clothing. Her 



 

 

position was that as soon as the Respondent reported problems that action was taken. 
She referred to an instruction to repair or replace the extractor fan in the bathroom 
after the Respondent had reported the fan as not working. She described how an 
electrician been instructed on 5 April 2019 in respect of the extractor fan to deal with 
the condensation issues in the bathroom. The extractor fan in the bathroom was 
replaced at a cost of £300 during the tenancy. The Applicant said that her  
understanding was that the property was not being ventilated correctly, surfaces were 
not being wiped and preventative action was not been taken and that the property was 
heavily cluttered. At the end of May 2019, a letter giving advice regarding 
condensation was sent to the Respondent in order that she could deal with this issue. 
In June 2019 an email had been received from the Respondent indicating  “I will not 
pay a penny more until I find out who is going to pay for my damaged belongings as 
no insurance will cover it”. 

 The Applicant instructed a surveyor to attend the property and in his email of 22nd  
July 2019 produced to the Tribunal, Mr Stewart outlined issues in respect of the high 
relative humidity reading of 85% at  the property, the drying of washing within the flat, 
restricted airflow due to furniture and stored items, and a need for increased heating, 
ventilation and insulation. The Applicant said that she had not been aware that the 
Respondent could not return the keys to the property as agreed on 9 August 2019 
because she was in hospital. When she was advised of this during the Hearing, she 
indicated that she was prepared to accept the termination date for the property as 
being 9 August 2019 rather than the 12th. She revised the sum she was seeking to 
take account of that reduction in the number of days that  rent was not paid and this 
meant that the sum she was seeking by way of a payment order was £667.71.  

When questioned by the Respondent who asked why no one had come in response 
to her complaints about dampness and a damp smell  the Applicant indicated that 
members of staff of the property management agency had initially asked  her to 
monitor the situation following the inspection in January 2019 and then themselves 
had attended at the property.The Applicant  pointed out that  concerns raised by the 
Respondent had been taken  seriously as she had sent photographs to the letting 
agency and they were aware that there was a condensation problem. The Applicant 
reiterated that she had not been aware of any issues described as a damp smell, 
dampness and condensation before January 2019. 

The Applicant gave evidence advising that ultimately she had stopped contacting the 
Respondent due to emails sent to the letting agency which she said were “ not very 
nice “ and also because the Respondent had contacted the newspapers about her.  

 

The Respondent gave evidence that she had moved into the property on 19 
September 2018. As soon after that as 21 September 2018 she saw what she 
described as mould on a curtain at the property. She indicated that she had cleaned 



 

 

this as much as she could and believed she had reported this matter by telephoning 
the letting agent  instead of e mailing. She had left the property to go home at 
Christmas time and indicated that she had phoned the agency to tell them that she 
was concerned about security at the property because she had left the windows open 
and the heating on during that time. She indicated that she had spoken to a member 
of staff of the agency about the heating not working properly and had been given 
advice in a couple of respects to ‘get more out of’  the heating. The Respondent 
indicated that at the inspection in January 2019 she had mentioned that there was a 
smell in the kitchen and that her clothes were smelling of damp. A member of staff 
from the letting agency had checked the bottom of a kitchen cupboard but the 
Respondent said that nothing had happened after that. In March 2019 she left the 
property for two weeks to go on a placement in relation to her course. When she came 
back to the property, she said that the extractor fan was not working at all in the 
bathroom. On 15 April 2019 she had taken a photograph which showed mould in the 
bathroom on the ceiling. She reiterated that no one had contacted her about the smell 
or the condensation and she never heard back regarding the kitchen. She accepted 
that the fan was replaced in the bathroom. She advised that things got worse and she 
said that she had nowhere to keep her clothes. She had gone she said  to the agency 
in person and spoken with a member of staff named Maddison and told her of her 
concerns. She had told the Respondent that  things would get done straightaway. On 
8 May 2019 she sent photographs to the letting agency  and indicated that she got no 
reply. On 30 May 2019 she said that she emailed again. On that date she said that her 
sofa and clothes were smelling of damp. She accepted that at the end of May 2019 
she had received information about how to deal with condensation.By 9th June she 
said that she sent an email to one of the staff at the agency to advise that she would 
not be paying any more rent. She said she felt it was unfair that she had to pay and 
that it was affecting her mental health. 

The Respondent  accepted that a surveyor a Mr Stewart had attended the property 
but she was of the view that what Mr Stewart had emailed to the Applicant was different 
from what he had said to her in the property. She indicated that she was told that the 
heating in the property was not appropriate for that type of property. She talked of two 
storage heaters one for the kitchen/living room and one in the hall and described these 
as tiny. She indicated that when mould appeared she cleaned it   immediately. She 
referred to wooden spoons in the kitchen being mouldy and finding mould growth on 
her sofa. She felt that every time she raised the issue it was being blamed on her. She 
denied sending unpleasant emails to the agency. She said that she couldn’t leave food 
on the kitchen counter, that her bed and her property were beginning to get mouldy. 
She said she had  to throw away clothing and artwork which was damaged. She said 
as a result of what had occurred at the flat she had to re do a  year of her  course and 
travel back and forward from her home rather than staying in Perth. On 24 July 2019 
she felt in terms of an exchange of emails that she was being blamed for everything 
and this had led to a crisis in relation to her mental health . She found this difficult to 
talk about and was clearly upset at times when she was giving evidence on the 



 

 

teleconference call. She indicated that at the point when she stopped paying rent she 
had emailed to advise the letting agency and also called and advised a member of 
staff. She did not keep the rent in another bank account because at that stage she 
was getting help with the rent from her parents and simply told them not to bother 
giving her the money. She indicated that she had taken advice about her situation from 
the citizens advice bureau, Housing Action, the local council and had consulted both 
Shelter and the landlord registration section of the Council. She indicated she been 
told to go to a Tribunal but did not want to go that far and for personal reasons chose 
not to do that. She indicated she received no acknowledgement of her email of 9 June 
2019 and she claimed she had told the letting agent that she was withholding rent. 

When questioned during her evidence as to how the heating at the property operated  
the Respondent indicated  that it turned itself on and off three times in a 24-hour cycle, 
for a number of hours  in the morning,  the afternoon and for two hours at night time. 
She said that she constantly ventilated the property and that she had left the windows 
open all the time even in the winter just after Christmas 2019 when she returned to the 
property from home when the temperature was – 3C. When asked about drying her 
clothes within the property she said she could not use the drying green because of 
long grass in the back garden which came to above her knees. She also referred to 
the conditions being freezing. She also suggested at times that the neighbour’s 
washing was in the clothes drying area using the clothes poles, and she did not want 
to put her washing out on a drying screen as it would have blocked a pathway. She 
accepted that she had not told the letting agent of difficulties in relation to drying her 
clothing. She accepted she had asked someone from the landlord registration section 
of the local council to attend the property, an individual named Euan Armstrong. Her 
position was that he had said there was nowhere for her to dry  her clothes and that 
the property was not at an appropriate living standard. She said she cleaned the 
property every second day. When questioned by the Applicant she insisted that the 
back garden was overgrown even although the Applicant indicated that she had never 
been advised of this and that the outside space was looked after by an owners 
Association at the property. It was put to the Respondent that the storage heaters 
didn’t function in the way that she had described, turning on and off at various points 
during the day but that these stored electricity overnight for use in the property the 
following day. 

 

The Applicant told the Tribunal that she was aware of the visit of the Landlord 
Registration officer and that he had reported to her that he was happy with the 
standard of her flat and the steps she, the Applicant, had taken to rectify the problems 
the Respondent had been having. 

 



 

 

The Tribunal had sight of photographs lodged by the Respondent and she confirmed 
that these had been taken at various dates. She pointed to photographs taken in April 
2019 which showed her shoes with what she said was mould on them. She had taken 
pictures at various stages in June 2019, on 9 June showing her mirror which she said 
was hairy from mould, on 11 June showing her bed, on 28 June showing food and 
spoons and on 8 July showing the fridge. She had also taken photographs on 13 July 
showing what she said was mould on her sofa. She referred to a photograph which 
she had also lodged which she said she had taken on 19th September 2018 which 
was said to show black mould on curtains at the property which she said she had 
subsequently washed. The Respondent accepted when asked that she had continued 
to live in the property until 24 July 2019, making full use of the sleeping, washing and 
cooking facilities. 

 

During her evidence the Respondent was asked if she was counter claiming  for  the 
costs she said she had incurred due to the condition  of the property as she said she 
had required to dispose of some of her clothes and belongings which she said were 
ruined. The Respondent repeatedly indicated that she was not seeking anything from 
the applicant and did not wish to counter claim for damage to property or suffering of 
any kind.  

Having heard the parties’ submissions the Tribunal was of the view that the question 
for determination was whether the property had been maintained to an appropriate 
standard and whether  in all other respects the property was  reasonably fit for people 
to live in during the tenancy. There was no dispute as to the amount of rent that had 
not been paid and the Applicant amended the sum she was seeking when she heard 
that the Respondent had been unable to return the keys on the date agreed due to her 
being in hospital. In all of the circumstances as put forward by the Respondent it 
appeared that she was relying on the defence that the rent was not due as she had 
required to live in conditions below the standard required within the private residential 
tenancy agreement that is below the standard of reasonable fitness for people to live 
in.  

 

Findings in Fact 

1 The Applicant and the Respondent entered into a private residential tenancy at the 
property from 19 September 2018 until 9 August 2019. In the course of the hearing 
the Applicant agreed to treat the termination date of the tenancy agreement as 9 
August 2019. 

2. The monthly rental in terms of the tenancy agreement was £395 per calendar month 
and the property was let unfurnished. 



 

 

3. The Respondent decided that she would pay no more rent sometime around 9 June 
2019. The outstanding sum unpaid rent taking into account the termination date of 9 
August 2019 is £667.71. 

4. The property became affected by condensation between January and July 2019. 

5. During that period of time black areas of mould appeared on the bathroom ceiling. 
There were signs of condensation and mould growth as shown in photographs of items 
of the Respondent’s property, and in a number of areas within the property. 

6. In January 2019 at an inspection of the property the Respondent raised the issue 
of a damp smell in the kitchen. She was advised to monitor the situation. 

7. In March 2019 the Respondent reported a problem with the extractor fan in the 
bathroom. At this stage the letting agent acting on behalf of the Applicant sent 
information on mould and condensation to the Respondent and indicated that a joiner 
had been advised to contact her to access the property to carry out work in the 
bathroom. The letting agent also advised that an electrician was to look at the 
bathroom extractor fan. At this stage the Respondent was given the opportunity to 
move out of the property and have her deposit returned. She was told at this time she 
would be responsible for the rent until such time as she vacated the property. She did 
not respond to this offer at that time. 

8.In April 2019 letting agents acting for the Applicant instructed a repair or replacement 
of the extractor fan. This was repaired and ultimately replaced at a cost of £300. 

9. On 30 May 2019 further information was sent to the Respondent regarding how to 
deal with condensation and mould at the property. 

10. At some time in June 2019 the Applicant became aware that the Respondent had 
stopped paying rent.The Respondent  emailed the letting agent  on 9th June 2019 to 
say she would pay no more rent until she was advised who would pay for her damaged 
belongings. 

11.A surveyor visited the property in July 2019 at the request of the Applicant and 
noted a condensation and mould problem. He noted high relative humidity, washing 
being dried in  the flat and restriction of airflow due to furniture and stored items. He 
recommended increase in heating, ventilation and insulation to combat the problems. 

12. In July 2019 the Respondent advised the Applicant that she would leave the 
property with effect from 9 August 2019 and would hand the keys back on that date. 

13. The keys to the property were returned on 12 August 2019 as  the Respondent 
was in hospital just before that date. 

14 The Respondent had her deposit returned to her in full by the Applicant.  



 

 

15.The  check out report in respect of the property was prepared on 16 August 2019. 
This report refers to areas of condensation within the property and areas which 
required cleaning. 

16. During the period between January 2019 and July 2019 with the exception of a 
period in March when the Respondent was on placement she continued to live in the 
property, sleep there and  make use of the washing and cooking facilities. 

17.The property was reasonably fit for people to live in during the tenancy. 

18.The condensation and mould problems during the tenancy were connected to high 
relative humidity, restricted airflow due to furniture and stored items in the property 
and the need for increased heating, ventilation and insulation. 

19.The sum of £667.71 is lawfully due by the Respondent to the Applicant in respect 
of unpaid rent at the property. 

 

Reasons for Decision 

In deciding this case the Tribunal on balance preferred the evidence of the Applicant 
over that of the Respondent and accepted the Applicant’s evidence as reliable and 
credible in its entirety. It also accepted the   email evidence from the surveyor as to 
the conditions at the property  which appeared to be connected to the build-up of 
condensation and mould. The Tribunal attached some weight to the evidence of the 
Applicant that the property had been occupied  before the Respondent by a tenant in 
occupation for some 6 years and there had been no reports of condensation problems 
at the property during that  tenancy, nor any reported problems from the current tenant 
in the property. 

As far as the issue of the build up of the condensation is concerned the Respondent 
was adamant in her submissions to the Tribunal that she continually opened windows 
and made use of heating within the property. She went as far as to say in her evidence 
that when she went away for a period at Christmas 2018 she left the windows open 
and the heating on at the property. She further stated that sometime after that when 
she returned to the property she kept the windows open constantly even though the 
temperature she said at the time was -3° C. She suggested that she had advised the 
letting agent that she had left the property, a ground floor flat insecure during her 
absence with the windows open. This appeared to come as a shock to the Applicant 
during the hearing who did not appear to have any knowledge of that having taken 
place. The Tribunal did not find the Respondent’s evidence evidence on these points 
to be credible. One of the factors referred to by the surveyor was  the drying of washing 
within the flat. The Respondent accepted that she did this even although there was a 
drying green available outside the property. She gave a number of reasons why this 
could not be used.She referred to the freezing conditions outside, the fact that the 
grass was overgrown up to her knees and that the neighbour used the clothes pole 



 

 

meaning there was nowhere for her to put her clothes and that she didn’t want to block 
the pathway with a drying screen. The Tribunal preferred the evidence of the Applicant 
on the upkeep of the grass area and formed the view that even when the conditions 
were not freezing outside  the Respondent  had simply made a choice to dry her 
washing indoors.  

The Tribunal accepted the e mail from the surveyor and what it said in respect of the 
conditions which were connected to the condensation and mould at the property. The 
Tribunal accepted the evidence of the Applicant that remedial action had been offered 
and appropriate action taken when complaints were made. The Tribunal found that it 
was not at all likely  that the surveyor would have told the Respondent something 
different from what he put in the e mail to the Applicant. In addition the Tribunal did 
not find the Respondent’s evidence of what she claimed the Landlord Registration 
Officer told her to be credible, preferring the evidence of what the Applicant said she 
had been told by him, ie that he felt the remedial action taken by her was appropriate. 
The Respondent led no witnesses regarding the condition of the property and offered 
no  explanation for the issues which arose. 

The Tribunal examined closely the nature of the Respondent’s position in particular in 
relation to a possible counterclaim and whether in fact she had withheld rent effectively 
to force a repair to the property. She was very clear that she was not counter claiming 
in respect of losses which she said she had incurred and her evidence on the point at 
which she had decided to stop payment of  rent made it clear that she was not 
withholding rent as a means to force her landlord to effect  repair, indeed it seemed 
as though she had simply decided that she was paying no more rent due to the 
problems she had encountered. 

For the Respondent to succeed in her defence in relation to non-payment of rent   the 
Tribunal  would require to be satisfied on the evidence that the property was in a 
condition below the “required living standard” and as such that the  landlord had failed 
in terms of her obligations under the tenancy agreement. The Tribunal did not come 
to that view for the reasons referred to in respect of the evidence that was accepted. 
In fairness to the Respondent the Tribunal considered the case of Taghi v 
Reville,2003 Hous.L.R 110, and the approach taken in that case, in particular as to 
the test to be applied in respect of habitability and whether abatement of rent could 
apply if there was a breach of another obligation such as failing to attend to repairs 
within a reasonable time. The Tribunal found no such breach in this case on the 
evidence before it  and was satisfied that the property was reasonably fit for people to 
live in throughout the tenancy. 

 

The Tribunal took the view on this matter that the Respondent had found the tenancy 
very difficult at times and perhaps been overwhelmed by the problems she 
encountered. She appeared not to have a complete understanding of what was 






